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A variable geometry fan stage consisting of a 1500 ft/sec tip speed,
medium aspect ratio rotor, a variable camber inlet guide vane and a variable
stagger stator was tested under conditions of tip radial and 90° one-per-rev
circumferential distorted inlet flow. Overall performance and stall limits
were determined for each inlet condition at 70%, 9070 and 1007o of design speed.
Extensive surveys of flow conditions were made for the case of circumferential
distortion. In addition, blade element data were obtained when testing with
radial distortion.
This report is the second of two volumes on the NASA Task II stage data
and performance for inlet flow distortion testing. It contains a tabulation	 ,x
of the radial distortion blade element data in Appendix B along with flow
survey data and vector diagram results from the circumferential distortion
screen rotation tests in Appendix C. Volume I of this report explains the
techniques and procedures followed to obtain these data. A summary of dis-
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Annulus or Streamtube Area, 	 in2




Rise Coefficient, ie for Rotor:
Y-1
Pa.





C	 P2 - P1
P	 pl , 
_ pi
c Specific Heat at Constant Pressure, 0.2399
P Btu/ lb-OR 4
D Diffusion Factor:
	 ---
V	 ,	 x2 Vet = r^ , Ve3.
DRotor - 1	 V-1	 +	 2r Q Vi
V2 	 rl Vei
	
r2 Ve2D	 1 _IGV/Stator	 Vl	 2r Q Vl
g Acceleration Due to Gravity, 32.174 ft/sect
i Incidence Angle; Difference Between Flow
	 deg
Angie and Camber Line Angle at Leading Edge
in Cascade Projection
J Mechanical Equivalent of -Heat, 778.161
ft-lb/Btu.














APPENDIX A SYMBOLS (Continued)
A
Symbol Description Units
P Total or Stagnation Pressure psia
p Static Pressure psia
r Radius in.
r Mean Radius, Average of Streamline Leading in.	 q
and Trailing Edge Radii
T Total or Stagnation Temperature OR
t Static Temperature OR
U Rotor Speed ft/sec
V Air Velocity ft/sec
W Weight Plow lbs/sec
2 Displacement Along Compressor Axis in.
Flow Angle; • Angle Whose Tangent is the Ratio deg
of Tangential to Axial Velocity
A^ Flow Turning Angle, 60 = 01 - 02 deg
Y Ratio of Specific Heats ---
Y° Blade-Chord Angle (Stagger), A.igle in Cascade deg
Projection Between Blade Chord and Axial
Direction




b ° Deviation Ankle, Difference Between Flow deg
Angle and Camber Angle at Trailing Edge
in Cascade Projection
CO Slope of Meridonal Streamline deg
Efficiency
'	 @ Temperature Correction, TActual /518.70R





APPENDIX A - SYMBOLS (Continued)
Symbol	 Description	 Units
K°	 Angle Between Tangent to Blade Meanline and	 deg
the Axial Direction
cr	 Solidity, Ratio of Chord to 'Blade Spacing	 ---
00	 Camber Angle, Difference Between Angles in
	
deg
Cascade Projection of Tangents to Camberine
at the Extremes of the Camberline Arc
tU	 Total Pre c,►ure Loss Coefficient 	 ---




, IGV/Stator: w - Plp2
P,- Pt	 P -Pl
wCOS02	 Total Pressure Loss Parameter	 ---2Q
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lAPPENDIX B - LISTING OF RADIAL DISTORTION BLADE ELEMENT DATA
Radial distortion blade element data for the Task II variable-camber
inlet guide vane, rotor and variable-stagger stator are presented for the two
IGV/stator schedules tested. Symbolic representation of blade element data
pertinent to each blade row is found in Table V. Table VI gives the nominal
0°/0° IGV/stator schedule data at 70 and 1007o design corrected speed; 'the
400 /8 0 IGV/stator schedule data are listed in Table VII.
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APPENDIX C - LISTING OF CIRCUMFF:UNTIAL DISTORTION FUM SURVEY DATA
Circumferential distortion flaw survey data for the Task 11 stage arc- pr(-
sented at 70 and 100% design speed for both IGV/stator sc • h^dules tchted.
Operating conditions at each IGV/stater schedule included maximum flaw, inter-
mediate flt ►w and near stall. Flew survey data at the 0°/0 ` (nominal) IGV/stator
schedule for the above operating conditions are listed in 'fables VIII, IX and X,
respect iveIy . The 40°/8' IGV/stator schedti l e data are fo und in Tables XI , XI I
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